


Pressed Steel Sectional Water Tanks

Structa Technology’s PRESTANKS offer a hygienically safe, cost
effective and reliable way to store water for commercial sectors,
industrial, agricultural, residential and even private water storage
applications.



Typically permanent or temporary erection at:

mines powerstations building sites hospitals

water affairs municipalities rural 
communities agriculture

PRESTANK therefore offer a wealth of water storage solutions.

Pressed Steel Sectional Water Tanks



Ground Level Tanks



Elevated Tanks



Technical Information

Capacities range from 
1,500 litres to 4,2 million 

litres 

Stand heights up to 30m
can be supplied

Patented South African 
manufactured product

Designed to SANS 
10329:2004 guidelines  and 
SANS structural codes



Corrosion Protection

STRUCTA’s pressed steel sectional tanks are hot dip
galvanized for corrosion control in accordance with the
requirements of the SANS 121 (ISO 1464) galvanizing
standard.

The thickness of the hot dip galvanizing coat is applied within
a range of 80 to 100m. This is more than five times the
thickness of zinc or pre galvanized corrugated steel cylindrical
tanks.

The purpose is to ensure extended maintenance free life in
situations where water with aggressively corrosive properties is
required to be store.

STRUCTA TECHNOLOGY PRESTANKS are water storage
solutions of high standard and quality.



Recommended Dimensions for Support



Benefits to choosing PRESTANK

•It facilitates construction of an infinite range of sizes and configurations to meet the specifications and needs of the
client. Handrails, walkways and lightning protection are just a few examples of the features available to our clients.

The profile panel sections provide excellent strength properties and are structurally sound for storing water. The
stand is designed strictly in accordance with SANS 10160 for wind and SANS 10162 for Structural Steel work.

Tanks mounted on steel towers above ground level have an aesthetically pleasing appearance.

The sectional tank design, facilitates easier handling and transportation over long distances to remote areas,
regardless of the final dimensions of the assembled unit.

Assembly on site is quickly achieved without the need for sophisticated tooling methods.

Minimum maintenance is required because the galvanized steel panels resist weathering from the elements, while
maintaining the integrity of the water within from contamination of most forms.

Access to the water tank can be restricted by means of lockable ventilated access cover, providing safety and peace
of mind to our clients.



PLANNING TABLE



SUSTAINABLE AND LONG TERM

WATER STORAGE SOLUTIONS

PRESTANK is manufactured by

Structa Technology is part of the 
Structa Group of Companies

www.structa.co.za

Tel:  (016) 3629100

Sales and Marketing:  tanks@structatech.co.za
Estimator:  watertanks@structatech.co.za

Director:  rodney@structa.co.za

www.prestank.co.za


